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Phase 3 Plan:  Elementary School and Intermediate School

Elementary school students will continue to attend school five days a week,

for full face-to-face instruction, as they have been for several weeks, under

Phase 3 of our "Roadmap to Reopening" plan.

Beginning Monday, October 26, intermediate school students will also

attend school five days a week, for full face-to-face instruction.  This applies to

ONLY STUDENTS attending school for in-person instruction, and not those in

the Spartanburg Five Virtual Academy. 

Elementary schools will continue to utilize the "family model" concept,

keeping students within their homeroom "family", while they follow social

distancing protocols, as much as possible.  While intermediate school

students attend more classes, transitions will be limited and social distancing

will remain in effect to reduce exposure.

Many classrooms at both the elementary and intermediate level will use

family "pods", where small groups of students sit together and are distanced

from group to group, to minimize potential spread within a classroom. 

As always, masks will be mandatory during arrival and dismissal, and during

hallway transitions.  Masks will also be expected inside the classroom when

social distancing cannot be achieved, but teachers will have the flexibility to

allow frequent "mask breaks".  In addition, hand washing and sanitizing will

continue to be encouraged and enforced.  In some schools, students will also

eat lunch inside the classroom, to prevent large gatherings in our cafeterias.

OVERVIEW



OVERVIEW

Phase 3 Plan:  Middle and High School

Middle and high school students will remain on the hybrid schedule, with

alternating Fridays, in Phase 3 of our "Roadmap to Reopening" plan. Social

distancing, as recommended by DHEC and the CDC, is more complicated at the

middle and high school, due to larger class sizes and frequent transitions

between multiple classes.  District and school leaders continue to work on

reducing class sizes, as well as putting additional safeguards in place, to allow for

the return to full face-to-face instruction at these levels.

When a decision is made, the transition will occur first on the middle school

level, followed by the high school.

As always, masks will be mandatory during arrival and dismissal, during all

hallway transitions, and in the classroom where social distancing cannot be

achieved.
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ADDITIONAL  CLASSROOM

SAFEGUARDS

Phase 3 Plan:  Plexiglass Barriers

As more of our campuses return to full face-to-face instruction five days a week,

and there are more students in the classroom at one time, the ability to social

distance could be reduced.  To ensure our classrooms remain as safe as possible,

the district has invested in multi-sided plexiglass barriers that will be installed

across District Five.

Updated guidance from DHEC on the use of plexiglass in schools states the

following:  

In scenarios in which students are seated closer apart than six feet, the

students would not be considered close contacts when:

1. appropriate plexiglass is utilized, and

2. distance between students is at least three feet apart, and

3. the students are wearing cloth face coverings or face masks that

cover the nose and mouth (the plexiglass does not serve as a

substitute to mask-wearing).

The district hopes these barriers provide more comfort for students, staff, parents

and families as we transition to full face-to-face instruction on more of our

campuses. The barriers WILL NOT take the place of masks, and while students

will be given frequent breaks, all students and staff will be expected to wear face

coverings inside the classroom and while at school.

https://scdhec.gov/sites/default/files/media/document/Plexiglass%20Use%20in%20Schools_10.5.20.pdf


SPARTANBURG  FIVE

VIRTUAL  ACADEMY

WHAT  DOES  THIS  MEAN  FOR  VIRTUAL  STUDENTS?

The attendance plan highlighted in our "Roadmap to Reopening: Phase Three" only

impacts students enrolled in District Five's face-to-face instructional model.  Students

enrolled in the Spartanburg Five Virtual Academy will continue on their regular

schedule.

As indicated in the initial application for the Virtual Academy, enrollment in this

program requires a year-long commitment.  However, on Wednesday, October 21,
2020, the district will release a formal application for Virtual Academy students to

request a return to face-to-face instruction.   The deadline for applications will be

Wednesday, November 4, 2020.

Applications will be released by email to all Virtual Academy parents and families, as

well as made available on our district website.

Requests will be evaluated, and only granted if space and staffing in our schools allows.  

If granted, Virtual Academy students will return to face-to-face instruction at the

beginning of 2nd semester, on January 5, 2021.
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IMPORTANT  DATES

Application Released For Virtual

Academy Students To Return To Face-To-

Face Instruction

Deadline For Virtual Academy

Application To Return To Face-To-

Face Instruction

Middle, and High: Alternating Friday 

(Group B Attends)

Nov.

6

Intermediate Schools:  5th and 6th Grade

Begin Five Day Attendance 

Middle, and High: Alternating Friday 

(Group  A Attends)


